Permanent Makeup in Tampa Bay
Permanent Makeup

Permanent Cosmetics are the most wonderful beauty procedures. I do beautiful work.
I work very hard for it to be perfect. I am very proud of my work. It is the work of a
true Master. I have been doing permanent cosmetics in Seminole for almost 12 years. I
have been doing permanent cosmetics since 1993. I traveled to one of the best colleges
in Southern California for 300 hours certification. Florida has no true law regarding
minimum training requirements. Most artists here have only 3 to 5 days unless they
came from another state.
Even with the 300 hours I knew there was more to learn to be really good at what I do.
I take it very serious when it comes to doing permanent procedures to someone's face.
So I have traveled repeatedly to Texas for more training and to be the best at what I
do. I have learned every aspect of permanent cosmetics. I have spent over $20,000
learning all that I know.
Each person is different and there is a lot to know when it comes to those differences in
people. For example, an African American woman has certain undertones in her skin and
only certain colors on the lips are appropriate or the work could turn out bad. The same
with Spanish women and many others. I see mis-colored lips all the time but, it can be
corrected. That was another training I took was learning how to correct problems and
have done a ton of it since I moved to Florida.

Doing beautiful work is hard work and takes a true professional. Beware of cheap work.
That only comes from people with nothing invested in what they are doing. I see it at
least a couple times a week; people who made that mistake so upset and praying I
can fix it. Then they are angry because they spend money and will need to spend more
money to correct the poor permanent cosmetic work.

Permanent Cosmetics is the use of facial tattoo art to inject different colors
of cosmetic ink into the skin, creating the permanent effect of facial makeup.
The cosmetic ink follows the natural lines of facial features, accommodating
aging and continuing to enhance beauty. This tattoo art, which mimics makeup,
enhances beauty without having to deal with daily applications of many
expensive products and lasts many years.
Permanent eyebrows may have a soft, powdery appearance, the simulation of
multi-colored hair strokes, or a combination of both to enhance existing hair
with a more natural design. Eyeliner can be as simple as lash enhancement, or
include mucosal color. The appearance can be solid, smudgy, or a combination,
even a colored shadow with liner.
Femininity is defined by beautifully colored and shaped lips. Permanent lip
colors can vary from nude to voluptuous burgundy. Karen can create blended lip
liner by shading edges producing a slight pout, or full lip color mimicking your
favorite lipstick, or a combination.Aesthetics by Karen Marlise also offers areola
reconstruction.
A list of some potential risks associated with Permanent Makeup . . .
The masters of this art use tattoo machines instead of hand-held single needle
hand tools. This offers regulated needle depth and speed, and is much more
effective than the hand-held single needle. I use German tattoo machines, which
I believe are the fastest and best quality permanent cosmetic tattoo equipment
in the world. I use Premier Make Up Pigments that are backed by scientific
integrity and provides long-term color stability to all recipients of permanent
cosmetic tattooing.
A brief essay on Permanent Makeup . . .
Tampa Bay's Permanent Cosmetic Master Artist & Expert in Cosmetic Designs.
Karen Marlise has been enhancing the natural beauty of women through
permanent cosmetics since the early '90's. As a National Board Certified

Permanent Cosmetic Master Instructor, National Board Cerified Permanent
Cosmetic Master Artist and Winner in the International Permanent Cosmetics
Master, Karen specializes in designer brows, custom eyeliner, full lip color/
blended lip liners and more. Karen has over 300 hours of permanent cosmetic
training acquired in Southern California and she travels every year to Dallas,
Texas to receive the latest training in advanced cosmetic applications, pigments
and other technologies in cosmetic tattooing to remain the top permanent
cosmetic master artist in the Tampa Bay area.
More on the Philosophy of Permanent Makeup and best practices . . .
Karen says . . .
"I was a winner in the 2007 International Permanent Cosmetics Master Artist
Expo in Dallas, Texas and I look forward to returning next year to compete
against all of the talented international permanent cosmetic masters. I was
selected as Tampa Bay's permanent cosmetic expert by ExpertVillage in St.
Petersburg and was recently filmed by their media company to demonstrate
permanent cosmetic tattooing (permanent eyeliner, permanent lip liner and
permanent eyebrow cosmetic procedures). When these video clips are received,
they will be made available on this website for viewing!"
Information concerning Tattoo Removal . . .
Serving the Tampa Bay Area – Pinellas County, Hillsborough County, Pasco
County, including Orlando, Trinity, New Port Richey, Tarpon Springs, Oldsmar,
Palm Harbor, Dunedin, Safety Harbor, Largo, Clearwater, Hudson, St.
Petersburg, Tampa, Sarasota, Belleair Bluffs, Countryside, Seminole, Pinellas
Park and the beautiful Gulf Beaches of Florida from Clearwater Beach, Indian
Rocks Beach, Redington Beach, Madiera Beach to Treasure Island & St. Pete
Beach.
Contact me for a FREE consultation on any of the cosmetic services I offer permanent eye liner, permanent lip liner, permanent lip color, areola restoration,
scar camouflaging & more. Please call (727) 398-4187.
Tampa Bay Laser Hair Removal - Karen Marlise (727) 398-4187
13100 Park Blvd Suite C; Seminole, Florida 33776

